The generalized graded unfolding model (GGUM) is a unidimensional item response theory (IRT) model for polytomous responses developed by Roberts, Donoghue, and Laughlin (2000) . The model implements symmetric, nonmonotonic,single-peaked response functions in which the probability that a respondent will achieve a higher item score is a function of the distance between the locations of the individual and the item on an underlying latent continuum. Specifically, a higher item score is expected to the extent that the individual is located closer to an item. The model is consistent with the notion of a proximity-based response process (Coombs, 1964) , and it is appropriate for measuring a variety of psychological constructs, such as attitudes, preferences, and individual locations in certain developmental processes that occur in stages. Being an IRT model, the GGUM simultaneously measures individual differences and scales the characteristics of items, using responses from a single sample. Roberts et al. (2000) defined the category probability function for the GGUM as the equation located at the top of the next page, where P(Z i = z | q j ) is the probability that an individual located at q j on the latent continuum will respond to item i, using response category z; z = 0, 1, . . . , C; C is equal to the number of item response categories minus 1; d i is the location of item i on the latent continuum; a i is the discrimination parameter for item i; t ik is one of k "subjective" response category thresholds for item i, with k = 0, 1, . . . , C; and M = 2C 1 1.
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This category probability function is plotted in Figure 1 for a hypothetical attitude questionnaire item with four response categories (e.g., strongly disagree, disagree, agree, and strongly agree). The item parameters for this hypothetical item are d i = 0.5, a i = 1.1, t i0 = 0, t i1 = 22.0, t i2 = 21.2, and t i3 = 20.75. The GGUM provides the probability that an individual located at q j on the latent (attitude) continuum will use a given item response. Each probability curve corresponds to a different response, and at any location on the q axis, these four probability curves sum to 1. With this hypothetical item, the relative probabilities of responses indicative of successively higher levels of agreement increase as | q j 2 d i | decreases. Figure 2 illustrates the expected value of Z i as a function of q j for the same hypothetical item. In this case, Z i = 0, 1, 2, and 3, where 0 corresponds to strongly disagree and 3 corresponds to strongly agree. As is shown in Figure 2 , the expected level of agreement increases as | q j 2 d i | approaches zero. This feature is the hallmark of any unfolding item response model.
The model in Equation 1 can be constrained in a variety of ways. For example, the subjective response category thresholds may be forced to remain constant across all items, yielding one set of C thresholds. Alternatively, the thresholds for item i may be constrained to be equally distant from each other on the latent continuum, and this interthreshold distance can be identified with a single parameter, l i . The interthreshold distance parameter can also be forced to be equal across all items, which yields
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Copyright 2003 Psychonomic Society, Inc. a single l parameter. There are, thus, four alternative versions of the GGUM that one can obtain by placing different constraints on the nature of the subjective response category thresholds. In addition, one can allow the discrimination parameter to vary across items or constrain it to be constant across items. These two options for item discrimination parameters can be crossed with the four models produced from alternative threshold formulations to produce a total of eight possible models in the GGUM family. Roberts (2001b) released a free computer program, called GGUM2000, to estimate model parameters for any of the eight possible models in the GGUM family. The program implements a marginal maximum likelihood (MML) solution for item parameters and an expected a posteriori (EAP) solution for person parameters. Each of these solutions utilizes a prior distribution for q j , which is defined by GGUM2000 to be normal with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1. Simulation studies suggest that solutions such as those implemented by GGUM2000 are robust to this choice of a prior distribution (Bock & Aitkin, 1981; Roberts, 2000; Roberts, Donoghue, & Laughlin, 2002; Seong, 1990) . For example, Roberts et al. (2002) found that accurate MML estimates of item parameters could be obtained using an N(0,1) prior when the true distribution of q j was bimodal, positively skewed, or negatively skewed and the sample size was 1,000 or greater. Similarly, accurate
Figure 1. Category probability functions for a hypothetical attitude item under the GGUM. The item has four response categories (strongly disagree, disagree, agree, and strongly agree). Each curve yields the conditional probability of a particular response, given a value for q, where q is a respondent's location on the latent continuum.
EAP estimates of q j could generally be obtained when estimates were based on 20 or more uniformly spaced items. Such findings are due to the fact that the MML and EAP procedures are Bayesian estimation procedures and, thus, the resulting estimates are influenced by the prior distribution only to the extent that the data are uninformative. When MML estimates of item parameters are calibrated using a large sample of informative item responses, differences between the prior distribution of q j and its true distribution will have very little impact on the resulting estimates. Similarly, differences between the prior and the true distributions of q j will have little effect on the EAP estimate of q j when a suitable number of informative item responses is available.
IRT models provide several benefits when they fit the data at hand. Specifically, they provide estimates of precision for each model parameter, which enables one to determine how well each respondent has been measured (i.e., determine the standard error of each q j estimate). Parametric IRT models also provide item-invariant interpretations of q j , which allow one to estimate q j for different individuals, using different items. This, in turn, allows for tailored tests and computerized adaptive testing.
Finally, these models provide sample-invariant interpretations of item parameters, which enables one to develop large item pools and provide alternative means to equate test scores and assess differential item functioning. The latter two features implicitly assume that all item and person parameters in a given application are expressed on a common metric. Like other multiparameter IRT models, the metric (i.e., the location and scale) of the parameter estimates derived from the GGUM cannot be uniquely determined from the likelihood function alone. However, the mean and standard deviation of the prior distribution used to estimate model parameters constrains the location and scale of the estimates to unique, yet arbitrary, values. This yields a metric for model parameter estimates that is dependent on the specific data used to calibrate the estimates. Consequently, a means by which to transform parameter estimates to a common metric is necessary to obtain the invariance properties of parametric IRT models.
Consider an attitude measurement situation in which the GGUM is used to investigate attitudes toward capital punishment. Suppose that model parameter estimates associated with a single attitude questionnaire are calcu- lated twice using two independent samples of respondents. This strategy is often used to examine whether questionnaire items function similarly in two demographic groups. The MML and EAP estimation algorithms implemented in the GGUM2000 software will scale parameter estimates under the assumption that true attitudes are distributed with a mean of 0 and a variance of 1. If the means and variances of true attitudes differ in the two samples, the metric of the parameter estimates obtained from the two calibrations will also differ. Consequently, the resulting estimates must be transformed to achieve a common metric before they can be compared across samples.
What is needed is a mechanism by which to transform the parameter estimates from the two separate calibrations to a common metric so that parameter estimates can be compared. This process will be referred to as linking parameter estimates. Roberts (2001a) has generalized several strategies for linking item parameters from traditional IRT models to the GGUM family. We will briefly review these strategies below and then describe a new computer program called GGUMLINK that implements each strategy.
Alternative Strategies to Link GGUM Parameters
Mean-sigma method based on item locations. Suppose that responses from two groups of individuals are calibrated separately using GGUM2000 software. The responses from the two groups may have been obtained from a single form of an attitude questionnaire or from two distinct forms that contain common items. (In the former case, all the questionnaire items are treated as common items.) Linking constants can be estimated from the means and standard deviations of the item location estimates for common items as follows: (2) and (3) where -d 1 and -d 2 are the means of the item location estimates for the common items from the first and the second calibrations, respectively, and sd 1 and sd 2 are the corresponding standard deviations.B is an estimate of the location constant, andÂ is an estimate of the scale constant. Together, these estimates can be used to transform the GGUM person parameter estimates from the metric of the second calibration to that of the first as follows: (4) whereq j2,21 refers to the latent trait (i.e., attitude) estimate for the j 2 th individual from the second calibration after it has been transformed to the metric of the first calibration. Similarly, item parameters from the second calibration can be transformed to the metric of the first as follows: (5) (6) and (7) If the interthreshold distances in the GGUM are constrained to be equal for a given item, Equation 6 becomes (8) Note that the value of the category probability function remains the same when the transformed parameters in Equations 4-7 are substituted into Equation 1 in place of the original parameters from the second calibration. This occurs because the GGUM is invariant to changes in the location and scale of the model parameters.
Mean-sigma method based on item steps. The solution for Â andB given above includes information about item location parameters from the first and the second calibrations,d i,1 andd i,2 , only. Additional information can be used to estimate linking constants by reparameterizing item and threshold parameters into step parameters (Roberts, 2001a) as follows: (9) where s = 0, 1, . . . , C. There will be as many estimable x is parameters as there are response categories for the ith item. The estimable step parameters can be used to develop linking constants with the mean-sigma procedure: (10) and (11) where the means and standard deviations are taken across all estimable x is for common items in the first and the second calibrations (denoted simply asx 1 andx 2 , respectively). These estimated linking constants can then be used to transform the metric of the initial parameters from the second calibration as indicated in Equations 4-7. This method uses more information about the GGUM parameter estimates than does the mean-sigma method based solely on item locations. However, item thresholds and, thus, item steps are more difficult to estimate than are item locations (Roberts et al., 2002) . Therefore, the additional information provided by the item steps could potentially be outweighed by estimation error in a given situation (Roberts, 2001a) .
Mean-mean method based on item locations and item discriminations. Linking constants may also be estimated using the means of both item locations and 
item discriminations for the common items in the alternative calibrations as follows: (12) and (13) In these equations,d 1 andd 2 refer to estimated item locations of common items in the first and the second calibrations, respectively, whereasâ 1 andâ 2 are the corresponding estimates of item discrimination parameters. The estimates of linking constants from this method may be advantageous because they are based on both item location and item discrimination parameters and, thus, contain more information about the model parameters than do estimates from the mean-sigma method based solely on item locations. However, parameter recovery simulations suggest that the item discrimination parameters are slightly more difficult to estimate than are the item location parameters (Roberts et al., 2002) , and this may outweigh the benefits of including information about the item discrimination parameters in a given situation (Roberts, 2001a) . Estimates derived with the mean-mean method may also be superior to those produced with the mean-sigma method, because means are generally more robust to outliers than are standard deviations (Baker & Al-Karni, 1991) . Mean-mean method based on item steps and item discriminations. The mean-mean method may also be applied using item steps instead of item locations:
The Â for this method is identical to that in Equation 13. The potential benefits and pitfalls of this technique are similar to those for the mean-mean method based on item locations and item discriminations. This method uses information about all GGUM item parameters for common items, but the information provided by threshold parameters, and perhaps the discrimination parameters, may be degraded to some extent by estimation error in a given situation.
Item characteristic curve method. The item characteristic curve (ICC) method attempts to alter the metric of one calibration so that the resulting ICCs for common items are as similar as possible to those in another calibration. With regard to the GGUM, the ICC for the ith item is simply the conditional expected value of a response to that item, Z i , at a given value of q j : (15) In order to describe the logic of the ICC method for estimating linking constants, some definitions must first be given. Let E i,1 (q j 1,1 ) denote the ICC for the ith common item in the first calibration group, given the j 1 th individual's latent trait estimate derived in that calibration. Similarly, let E i,2 (q j 2 ,2 ) represent the ICC for the ith common item from the second calibration, given the j 2 th individual's latent trait estimate derived in that calibration. Let E i,1 (q j 2,21 ) denote the ICC for the ith common item from the f irst calibration, given the j 2 th individual's transformed latent trait estimate. The transformation takes the j 2 th individual's trait estimate from the second calibration and transforms it to the metric of the first as defined in Equation 4. In an analogous fashion, E i,2 (q j 1,12 ) refers to the ICC for the ith common item from the second calibration, given the j 1 th individual' s transformed latent trait estimate. This transformation is given by (16) Note that this is the inverse of the transformation given in Equation 4. With these definitions in place, the ICC method determines the values of Â andB so that the following quadratic loss function is minimized (see Equation 17 at bottom of page), where I is the number of common items, J 1 is the number of respondents in the first calibration group, and J 2 is the number of respondents in the second calibration group. The loss function, Q, is composed of two basic functions within the outer parentheses. The function on the left accumulates squared differences between the ICCs for common items in the second calibration and those for corresponding items in the first calibration after they have been reexpressed in the metric defined by Equation 4. The function on the right of Equation 17 operates in the reverse direction. Specifically, it accumulates squared differences between the ICCs for common items in the first calibration and those for corresponding items in the second calibration after transforming the latter ICCs according to Equation 16. Minimization of Equation 17 with respect to Â andB can be performed using alternative numerical methods. In the GGUMLINK program, this minimization is performed using a Newton-Raphson technique.ˆˆ. The ICC method utilizes information about all the item parameters simultaneously. However, the solution is based on discrepancies among ICCs, rather than on actual parameter estimates, and thus, some of the estimation error encountered in one item parameter may be offset by opposing estimation error in another item parameter. Consequently, the estimated ICC for a given item may be accurate even when there is noticeable estimation error in corresponding item parameters (Hulin, Lissak, & Drasgow, 1982; Linn, Levine, Hastings, & Wardrop, 1981) . Equation 17 accumulates squared differences in both directions, and this leads to a symmetric solution for Â andB that is not dependent on which calibration is chosen to serve as the target metric. In fact, this property is true of all the linking methods discussed in this article.
The GGUMLINK Program
The GGUMLINK program estimates linking constants, using each of the five methods discussed in the previous section. The user is free to choose which of these estimates will ultimately be used to transform the metric of model parameters from the second calibration. The program is written to complement the GGUM2000 software, and it will automatically read the parameter estimate files produced by GGUM2000. The GGUMLINK program is an executable module developed with Compaq Visual FORTRAN Version 6.6a. It runs under the Windows 95, 98, and 2000 operating systems. A detailed user manual, in PDF format, is included with the program, along with some operational examples.
User input. The GGUMLINK program requires user input in the form of text-based commands. These commands may be entered in an interactive or a batch mode. Upon execution of the program, the user can choose to implement either mode. If an interactive mode is chosen, the program prompts the user for each command. Alternatively, the commands may be entered into an ASCII file for batch processing. An example batch command file is given in the Appendix.
Program output. The GGUMLINK generates five ASCII files as it executes. The first of these files is a generic program output f ile. It contains information about the application at hand, including estimates of location constants under the five methods, target and transformed item parameter listings using the transformation method chosen by the user, and summary statistics for both target and transformed model parameters. An example program output file is given in the Appendix. There are four parameter files that are produced in addition to the program output file. Two of these files contain target parameters (i.e., parameters from the first calibration). The first of these files contains item parameters, whereas the second contains person parameters. The remaining two files contain the transformed item parameters and transformed person parameters from the second calibration. The four parameter files created by the GGUMLINK program are formatted for easy input into other software packages to facilitate subsequent analysis.
Program availability. The GGUMLINK program is available free of charge. The program is distributed over the Internet from http://www.education.umd.edu/EDMS/ tutorials/index.html. Instructions for downloading and installing the software are included on the "Free Software" page at that Web site.
APPENDIX Description of the Example
The GGUMLINK example shown below is based on simulated responses to 21 items from two independent groups. Item responses were generated on the basis of Equation 1, using five response categories per item. True item parameters were generated in a manner similar to that described by Roberts et al. (2002) . The true q parameters for simulees in the first group were generated from a normal distribution with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1. Those for the second group were generated from a normal distribution with a mean of 20.15 and a standard deviation of 1.1. GGUM2000 software was used to estimate model parameters separately in each group. Parameters were estimated under the assumption that the mean and the standard devi-
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ation of true q were equal to 0 and 1, respectively. Consequently, the metrics of parameter estimates obtained from the two calibrations were different. The unit of the estimates from the second calibration was too small and required expansion (true A = 1.1), whereas the mean of these estimates was too large and required reduction (true B = 20.15). The number of simulees in each group was originally 2,000, but GGUM2000 discarded 2 simulees in the first group and 4 simulees in the second group that failed to exhibit a minimal amount of agreement with any of the 21 items. This left 1,998 and 1,996 simulees in the two groups, respectively.
GGUMLINK was used to estimate the linking constants, A and B, given the parameter estimates from the GGUM2000 software. Estimates of linking constants were based on all 21 items because item characteristics (i.e., true item parameters) were identical in the two groups. This mimicked the situation in which a common questionnaire is administered to independent samples. Although the GGUMLINK software estimates A and B with all of the methods discussed earlier in this paper, the estimates derived with the ICC method were chosen to transform the model parameters so as to achieve a common metric. This choice was based on preliminary simulation results that suggested that the ICC method yields estimates of linking constants that are generally as accurate as (or slightly more accurate than) those from the other methods and produces fewer outliers (Roberts, 2001a) . The ICC method uses an iterative algorithm that requires starting values for A and B. The user can supply starting values or let the program supply them. In the latter case, estimates derived from the mean-mean method based on item locations are used as starting values for the ICC method. In this example, starting values were generated by the program.
Example Command File
The following example command file can be used to link parameter estimates for a common form with 21 items, where each item has five response categories. The commands required from the user are given on the left of each line in uppercase. Explanations of the commands are given on the right of each line in lowercase.
8
GGUM2000 model 8 was used to calibrate parameters C:\GGUMLUSE\FT16M8A item parameter file from 1st calibration 21 number of items in 1st calibration C:\GGUMLUSE\FT17M8A person parameter file from 1st calibration 1998 number of respondents in 1st calibration C:\GGUMLUSE\FT16M8B item parameter file from 2nd calibration 21 number of items in 2nd calibration C:\GGUMLUSE\FT17M8B person parameter file from 2nd calibration 1996 number of respondents in 2nd calibration 21 number of anchor items across forms 0 take items from 1st calibration in sequence 0 take items from 2nd calibration in sequence 5 number of response categories for all anchor items N user will not supply start values for ICC method C:\GGUMLUSE\OUTPUT specify program output file and location C:\GGUMLUSE\TARGI target item parameter file on output C:\GGUMLUSE\TARGP target person parameter file on output C:\GGUMLUSE\TRANI transformed item parameter file on output C:\GGUMLUSE\TRANP transformed person parameter file on output 1 ICC method is used to transform model parameters
Example Output File
The sample output that follows consists of six basic sections, each of which is separated by a section title that is surrounded by asterisks. The first section, entitled "GGUMLINK Version 1," gives information about the current version of the software and how it can be acquired.
The second section of output, entitled "Previous GGUM Calibration," simply identifies the GGUM model that was previously used to derive the parameter estimates in the two groups. Model identification numbers correspond to those used in GGUM2000.
The third section of output, entitled "ICC Method Details," provides information about the iterative algorithm used to produce estimates of linking constants, using the ICC method. This information includes the starting values of the A and B parameters and the value of the criterion function (Equation 17) derived with those starting values. The iterative procedure attempts to find new values for A and B that minimize the criterion function. The number of iterations required to minimize the criterion function and its final value are given, along with the derivatives of the criterion function with respect to A and B. The value of the final criterion function should naturally be smaller than its initial value, and its derivatives with respect to both A and B should be very close to zero. In very rare instances, the algorithm may not converge, and the program will run indefinitely. The user can interrupt the program by pressing Cntl-Break and then rerun the program using alternative starting values for A and B.
The fourth section of output, entitled "Estimates of Linking Constants," provides the estimates of A and B derived from each of the estimation methods described previouslyin this article. In cases in which the GGUM
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parameters are estimated from large samples and contain little estimation error, all of the methods of estimating linking constants will generally yield similar results. This is the case in the present example.
The fifth section of output, entitled "Transformation Information," indicates which linking constant estimates were used to transform GGUM parameter estimates. The metric of parameter estimates from the first group serves as the target metric. The parameters from the second group are transformed to match the target metric. The target parameter estimates and the transformed parameter estimates are printed in two tables, along with their corresponding standard errors. The first table lists the target and transformed d i and a i parameters for each item, whereas the second table lists the target and transformed t ik parameters for each item.
The sixth and final section of output, entitled "Summary Statistics," lists descriptive statistics for the d i , a i , and q j parameters. Statistics include the number, mean, and standard deviation of each type of parameter estimate. Separate entries are provided for the target parameters and the transformed parameters. Summary statistics are also provided for the original parameters from the second calibration prior to their transformation. These are referred to as initial parameter estimates. The example output follows. 
